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5-71. WALKING THE DOG  

Marcus and his brother always argue about who will walk the dog.  Their father wants 
to find a random way of deciding who will do the job.  He invented a game to help them 
decide.  Each boy will have a bag with three colored blocks in it: one yellow, one 
green, and one white.  Each night before dinner, each boy draws a block out of his 
bag.  If the colors match, Marcus walks the dog.  If the two colors do not match, his 
brother walks the dog.  Marcus’s father wants to be sure that the game is fair.  Help 
him decide.  

a. Make a probability tree of all of the possible combinations of draws that Marcus 
and his brother could make.  How many possibilities are there?  

 

 

 

b. What is the probability that the boys will draw matching blocks?  Is the game 
fair?  Justify your answer.  

 

5-72. For Shelley’s birthday on Saturday, she received:  

 Two new shirts (one plaid and one striped); 
 Three pairs of shorts (tan, yellow, and green); and, 
 Two pairs of shoes (sandals and tennis shoes).  

 
On Monday she wants to wear a completely new outfit.  How many possible outfit 
choices does she have from these new clothes?  Draw a diagram to explain your 
reasoning.   
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5-73. In 2009, the federal government budget was $3.1 trillion 
($3,100,000,000,000).  The government was looking to cut costs.   

a. If it decided to cut 1%, how much money did it cut?  

 

b. If the government reduced the budget by 7%, how much money did it cut?   

 

c. If the government eliminated $93 billion ($93,000,000,000) from the budget, what 
percentage did it cut?  

 

 

5-74. Evaluate each expression.   

a. 7 + (–3)  b. (10)(–5)   c. –5 + 6  d. (–2) ÷ (–2) 

 

 

 

 

5-75. Write expressions for the perimeter and the area of this algebra tile 
shape.  Then simplify each expression by combining like terms. 

 


